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About This Game

A horror game that combines old school horror elements with new and interesting game mechanics for a frightful adventure. Do
not play if you have a weak heart!

The premise is simple: You are a private investigator hired to look for evidence for a missing children case in the manor off the
road. Once you enter, the door locks behind you. Find a way to escape the manor, or die trying.

The spirits of the manor want to play a game. A jack in the box will appear randomly around the house and you must find it
before its music stops playing, or else...

A dark figure also roams the halls, avoid it at all costs.

There are two safe-houses where the dark figure cannot reach you, but if you are in one and the jack in the box's music stops,
you will die.

In the safe-houses, a camera system is present and you can use it to check where the jack in the box or spirit is at any time.

If you survive until 3:00... you may have a chance to escape.

Have fun, but not too much fun. This is supposed to be a horror game.

Just remember: Seek Or Die
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Who's Interested?:
Hi there! I noticed you on my store page. If you are interested in playing my game when it comes out, leave a comment under
this announcement. It helps a lot to know who is genuinely interested. Thanks!

-Flashynurav. Game Released!:
After many trials and tribulations, Seek Or Die is now out on Steam! Thanks to everyone who checked this game out. It means a
lot. I have learned so much from this experience and am ready to release more games like it in the future!

CONTACT ME ABOUT ANY BUGS YOU FIND AT "varunananth1@gmail.com".
You can also leave criticism or kind comments!

-Flashynurav

. NEW ALBUM "SEEK OR DIE 2.0" OUT SOON!:
Hey everyone! After about a 1-week hiatus from the community, I am happy to announce that Seek Or Die V.2.0 will be
dropping on y'all's foreheads very soon. I hope to release it this weekend (6/8/18 - 6/10/18). Since you're already here, why not
check out the discussions page? Hit me up and I will respond 99.9% guarantee.

-Flashynurav. Delays...:
Game delayed for most likely a week or more. Ran into a game breaking bug that forced me to rewrite the enemy's path system.
Will keep everyone posted. This isn't an April Fool's joke by the way. I wish it was... 

-Flashynurav. ITS ALMOST HERE!!!:
Hey there everybody!

I have a CONFIRMED release date for "Seek Or Die V.2.0".
It will be released next Saturday, 6/16/18, at 7:00 PM PDT. Get ready!. Seek Or Die V.2.0?:
A new, updated version of "Seek Or Die" might be out as soon as the 27th of May. This update will bring a story, two endings,
multiple objectives, and a real monster. Depending on if I have time or not, it may also include achievements and Russian
language support. This new version may be paid, but people who already have the game will receive the update for free. I just
wanted to also say "Thank You" to everyone who played my game. It is because of you that I can keep on creating!

-Flashynurav

. Do I Have the Sauce??? + Beta Testing Opportunity:
Answer: Yes I do, but I may be late to the party.

Hey everyone, so while the update is nearly complete, beta testing is somewhat of a struggle.
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Send me an email at: "varunananth1@gmail.com" if you would like to beta test. I will be sending a few (lucky?) people a steam -
integrated beta copy of "Seek Or Die". It will be dished out on a first come first serve basis, so be quick! Thank you all again for
the support.

-Flashynurav
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